$8,000. Newton's Principia (1687) Any books on these lists, so long as they are in good or preferably mint condition, are likely to rise in price, barring an all-out depression like the 30s. I will not willingly abet anyone who wants to collect books like stock certificates, as mere receipts for money, but there are lists which will help him.
The books on those lists will obviously not turn a few dollars into hundreds or thousands overnight. They have already been identified as important and will ususally require considerable initial investment-and remember that they pay no income and must be sold to realize a taxable profit.
It is too late to collect such books in depth for investment, though one might pick up a few and salt them away. That applies to fields which have already been heavily collected, such as English literature and history before 1700; American literature and history before, say, 1825; early Bibles; illuminated manuscripts and illustrated books; intellectually significant incunabula; science; travel and exploration; architecture; early maps; photography; fine bindings. Recent additions are women writers and black history.
The book-buyer must realize that age alone is no measure of value. That a book is one hundred or two hundred or even three hundred years old does not mean that it is worth more than a few dollars. Books printed before 1501, that is, roughly the first fifty years of Western printing, are never worthless. But I would like to have a contract to supply fifty incunabula of any kind at $1,000 apiece. I would make a tidy profit, since many such early books are both relatively common and relatively unimportant. It is the culturally significant books that will always be valuable.
In 1926, the book-dealer Dr. Rosenbach bought at auction for Mrs. Edward S. Harkness the copy of the Gutenberg Bible which she gave to Yale. He paid $106,000, then the highest price paid for any printed book. The story was in newspapers all over the world. Rosenbach was overwhelmed by a flood of mail offering him Bibles of every description, including one from a lady who wrote, "I see by the papers you have just bought Mrs. Gutenberg's Bible for $106,000. I have a Bible half as old that I will sell for half as much."
The two best routes are before the fashion and after the fashion. Here are a few authors and fields which I would think of collecting in depth if I were to begin now: among English authors, few before 1800, but of later writers, alphabetically, Austin Dobson, Edmund Gosse, Leigh Hunt, Andrew Lang, Stephen Leacock, Arthur Machen, George Moore, G.A. Sala. Among American authors, George Ade, Ellis Parker Butler, Irwin S. Cobb, J.G. Huneker, S. Weir Mitchell, George Jean Nathan, Edgar Saltus, George Sterling, Ella Wheeler Wilcox.
Among subject fields, there are some still left in medicine but you are better fitted than I to identify them. Obviously genetics and public health are among them. One, which I pushed while at the Beinecke Library, is contraception, patently a major 2Printing and the Mind of Man, Catalogue of the Exhibition at the British Museum. London, Bridges & Sons, 1963. force in human history.lThe popular dissemination of knowledge of it is the cultural part of the story, and one that is more likely to interest collectors generally, who care less about the technical details of a medical paper and more about how they are directly affected. The subject was brought out of the closet by Dr. Marie Stopes, who skirted the matter in her Married Love (1918) Similarly, at the end of the nineteenth century, Thomas J. Wise printed a number of small pamphlets containing poems actually written by early nineteenth-century poets, but he dated them earlier than the true first publications of the poems and claimed that his pamphlets were unknown first editions. He was unmasked when two young scholars obtained a small clipping of the paper on which they were printed, had it chemically analyzed, and disclosed that it contained esparto grass, a substitute for wood pulp, not used until years after the supposed dates of the pamphlets.
This matter of evidence that only originals can supply is perhaps the most important of the reasons why we should collect manuscripts and books. But there are others.
One school of psychiatrists tells us that the collecting instinct is anal-erotic, reflecting the infant's attempt to satisfy his own ego by withholding the contents of his bowels when the parent is urging him to excrete them. On this, I can only make two observations. First, these psychiatrists and I seem to have met infants that exhibit behavior of very different kinds. The ones I have known, including my own grandchildren, have done little withholding. Second, if one of these psychiatrists will step up and tell me that is what I am doing when I collect books, I will gladly put immediate and incontrovertible evidence to the contrary right under his nose.
There are, however, some easily identifiable elements in the wish to collect. One is the satisfaction of completing a pattern; all of the first editions of a certain author, or all the significant books on a certain subject-a more sophisticated version of a crossword puzzle. Successful collectors have a better chance of enduring fame than many whose names were household words in their own day. The Austrian Archduke Charles defeated the French four times between 1796 and 1799, and Napoleon himself twice in 1809, but he is less familiar today than Thomas Bruce, earl of Elgin, who picked up some nice marbles about the same time.
There is further, uniquely in book-collecting, the identification with authors, the growing knowledge of them and their works, and the creative experience that produced their writings. One cannot write Paradise Lost or Adonais, but the serious collector can almost share the act with those who did.
There is, finally, that sense of touch with past, the vicarious participation in the main stream of man's cultural development which is especially satisfying in a time like ours, when the fragmented present and the inscrutable future offer little feeling of orientation or identity.
Let me make a statement I have long believed: that nothing of any consequence in world history ever happened indigenously south of the equator. "Indigenously," of course, excludes such events as explorations initiated and recorded in the northern hemisphere, like the rounding of Cape Horn or the discovery of the South Pole. The importance of the northern hemisphere is perhaps to be expected since it has by far the larger share of population and land mass, especially in the favorable temperate zone. But there is, I believe, another and more noteworthy factor to explain the great inequality of achievement in the sciences, the social sciences, and especially in the humanities. Until this day not more than a tiny fraction of the history of the southern hemisphere has been recorded in writing. As Haley's popular Roots demonstrated, history in black Africa depends chiefly on oral rather than written records, whereas in the northern hemisphere, written history extends back more than seven thousand years, in books and their predecessors. Compared to them, oral history is a polaroid snapshot which fades or gets lost, leaving behind it no negative by which it can be recaptured. It is books, I believe, that have made possible the achievement of a sophisticated culture, and the absence of them that keeps man in the slavery of a primitive society.
All-important as books are, the production of printed material threatens to overwhelm us. American university libraries now double in size every seventeen years. Scientific publications alone, of which there were two million in 1970, are expected to number eight million by 1985. In the same fifteen years, the volume of all information will expand between four and seven times. At Yale, it is estimated that, if present methods were continued, the library would in about sixty years require, to handle the input, a staff of 6,000 persons.
Technology is, of course, at work to deal with this problem. We already have electronic banking, and in England, the BBC has a news service called Ceefax that permits a reader at home to push a button and see on his telescreen the latest news headlines, or the weather forecast, or the movie schedules. During manned spaceflights, data are transmitted at the rate of 52 kilobits per second, the equivalent of the complete Encyclopedia Britannica in one minute. Thus far we have come since, say A.D. 400, when St. Augustine, it is said, was the first man to read without moving his lips, or from the later day of the rabbi so versed in the Talmud that, if one opened a page at random and stuck a pin through the rest of the pages, he could tell the letter on each page through which the pin had passed.
Fortunately, all growth reaches an asymptote, the physical ceiling limit at which all growth must level off; thus, in terrestrial speed, the asymptote is 16,000 miles an hour, above which an object is thrown out of the earth's orbit. What the asymptote is for the growth of printed material I do not know, but we are approaching it.
I have mentioned Xerox and microfilm. I want to tell you about a revolutionary device which is the most versatile educational contrivance that has yet been invented. By means of it, the user can expose to his view two frames, each containing several hundred words or more. When he chooses, he can bring the next two frames into sight by light pressure of one finger, and he can move the frames backward or forward to review the text on earlier or later frames, which are numbered for fast reference. An additional set of frames lists the names and subjects in the text and the numbers of the frames on which they will be found. Books can, and numbers cannot, express the infinite diversity of the human spirit and that is why we must collect and preserve them. If we do not, we shall be guilty of breaking our connection with man's past. It almost happened once before, when, through the dark ages, only a few dedicated humanists preserved, in their laboriously made manuscripts, the thought of classical times.
Today, in the face of overwhelming mediocrity, that battle must be fought again. Let us not be afraid to assert, however unpopular the idea may be, that it is a civilized elite which can guard the bridge between the past and the future. We accept this idea of an elite in science, and are willing to see millions of dollars spent on laboratories and cyclotrons and accelerators. But our libraries are also laboratories of scholarship, and they must have equal support. The great library at Alexandria was destroyed by the Arabs, but also by the indifference of those who just stood by and watched it happen. If we are similarly guilty in neglecting our libraries today, we shall answer for it in purgatory.
And so I say to you: read, collect, preserve, dedicate yourselves, not to books for profit, but to books for learning and teaching. Libraries are our fortresses against the infidel, and if we do not man their ramparts, it is we-collectors and librarians, friends of libraries, treasurers, presidents, and trustees of colleges, readers like you and me-who shall have lost the battle and failed to keep faith with the book. But if we keep that faith, we shall preserve the light of such a candle as, by the grace of God, shall never be put out.
